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KASHMIR- LAND OF ROSES AND APPLES
PREAMBLE
It is now globally being spelled Kashmir and conflict, I view the eternity of Kashmir and
serene nature, its gift to human as roses and apples, symbol of love and health. I am not going to
deal with timeline, warfare, struggles, but dissention of divinity to the crown of India, KASHMIR.
It sets the border between India and Pakistan, a place of interest to China, to keep shear with
India, to shed down its excess of energy gained in the global sphere, thus a brotherhood to be
accepted fairly, if fraternity by constitution is executed. Needless to say, China had grown from
strength to strength as irreplaceable element among the global nations in every sphere, it
cannot fragment itself but share and transfer the energy to be live and dynamic. India’s software
skills are now to china, China’s development prospects are in turn to India. Having noticed India
gave its wealth with pride to China as inheritance, China makes it through Pakistan as caretaker
of the segments standing alone in the global paradigm, separated from India once, politically.
A portion of Kashmir is to India, a portion is to
Pakistan, and a portion is to china which means the
dialects between these nations launched their pegs
in Kashmir as a whole which on resolution will be
taken away for which not categories of people are
to concern, but entire mankind as humanity. No
words of individuals spelt to media be taken,
feelings as a whole of nation by their citizens need
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to be felt in the global stance.
INTRODUCTION
Human civilization makes its limits as to how the wealth in bound be taken for living
pattern, thus forming regimes to be ruled. Arabian culture is the core in all these three nations
namely India, Pakistan, China and SriLanka too. They have their footprints everywhere around
the world as any other cilivisation and culture as individual inheritance, spread for conviction to
majority. Mongolians are Arabic to the core. They are the resident majority in China, sending
their inheritance to all over the world by rest of the population. Take them as medley of global
inheritance, which is there in every other nation too, that we say civilisation is not settlement,
but movement. That means settlement is interim. Having gone into several settlements, people
in aggression mooted areas as terrorism should think of what the permanent solution be to
settle and move on fair and accountable. In this way Kashmir has both Muslims and Pundits in
their richest core, from Pakistan descended from China, and India, to be cooperative. Their
difference mooted is not for the focused energy there, but clouds of accumulation all across the
nations, and the world in fear and want. This is the reason UN addresses on freedom from fear
and want.
How this border region acquired populace? This zone of transition being naturally wealthy
invites legends from either side to be effortless that they remain as buffer not to moot warfare
between the said countries as against the majority. Every other border region too need to be
affluent, sharing, transparent and accountable that you don’t need armed forces for protection,
but for using the natural wealth productive to the well being of all inmates, a region of pride to
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the global populace. For this we find, monuments too in the border region, to stock energy of
fraternity, if not, at least dormant. We keep calm in such places for this, to be dormant, if not
finding merry towards peace. Not all need to talk, but accustomed are to talk that their ability
need to be preserved as we preserve nature. This is the reason job requirement is given and the
same is expected on surface, to the forefront.
A quotient of Kashmir is with India, its origin, A portion is occupied by Pakistan, native of
India too, A portion is with China, the neighbor nation. India has no role to play with china, being
a peninsular, it has to remain in transcendence to pass on the soft skills taking back the firm
foundation. When this is assured by settlement, by the geographical location, fraternity is not
just a word, but a path to progress. Thus the settlements need to be between china and India by
constitution, nothing more specific is needed. Pakistan will be to India by cosmic order holding
Union Territory status, which will not claim on the developments it has taken, but move to
mobilise developments native to the nation as part of India. Not just Pakistan, Myanmar, Nepal,
Bangladesh are to be tagged to India fairly and made as Union of India. India waited till this time
not as a weak nation but a nation of patience in transcendence to acquire its place when every
drift is tuned for progression and peace through dynamism.
It is time for India to put forth an open Invitation to all these nations to adjoin and form
union that warfare is dissolved to the core. Armed forces be attached to UN absolutely. Home
departments will then focus on the development of the nation adding to unique individuality of
the nation. It is India, that says it would talk of Pakistan occupied Kashmir. It need to talk on
merging Pakistan too back to India that UN need to be in the middle .It is not the situation that
existed earlier as binding but as connected to parent nation, that need to be a part of it,
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attached to it too. Thus there cannot be issues in the merge at all. We shall expect a day of Union
of India forming the new you too…….
Energy drained for the enmity vested, is to be refilled for which development projects are
put forth even in Pakistan facilitated by China. They had been earlier too, but for the sake of
maintaining survival on enmity, they were regretted for which fraternity had been a mirage
though constitution made it as basic. The measure even now would be to accept the claims and
dissolve the unwarranted by creating conviction for mutual benefits.
WHY THE SHEAR AGAINST NEIGHBORING NATIONS NEED TO BE CONTRIBUTION?
It is no longer the energy to remain strong, but the good will to be eternally progressive. It
is their own won wealth added by the technology of global nations. Network makes it to the
sharing of all nations, not the neighbor nations simply, conditionally too. There is no need of
opposition or rivalry to keep hold on the border. It is simply exerting fraternity to be fair in
cooperation getting what is due for which UN helps. When there is shear, there are more of
good things getting volatilized from both sides and remain as peer pressure leading to calamities
in both natural and human resources.
We cannot say armed forces are service because a nation need to assure the right to live
of every single individual. It is not the compromise, or sacrifice from their side, risk based for
anything. A strong nation is not the one which is armed safely, but the one which puts down the
armed forces first. Be it a war between and among nations, or internal conflicts, it is to the win
only under humanity. I make it for Lord Williams who said to an old lady who suggested him to
kill all the enemies left after war that it is enmity to be killed, there are no enemies at all.
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Winston Churchill said before declaring freedom to India that if it is a war mooted, winning
is easy but Gandhiji comes with an open mind, what we could do? He had been used as a shield
for those who sought liberation and the energy mooted was that he would be killed for which
the British gave up, we the fellow human being had no grace on his survival. It was actually riot,
not a ripened non-violent move. Thus never put leaders to the forefront. Never take their words
so serious. Respond to the secretariat, for the secretarial nation of the self that union of
governments can be a silent one. What had been left even beyond their self responsibility can be
added anytime that public need to cooperate and should not master an accident taking
accidentally spelt words to throng on anyways.
WHAT IS THE GOOD WILL?
I am not good in geography, I view the globe as nature in whole since childhood, but I
could say every nation has a bound along the coastal side of an ocean that expansion of the areal
extent is always possible. Lands under the water will emerge when the coastal zone expands as
against invasion during floods, if the clouds are handled mindfully by using the thought process
of majority. Climate change is directly proportional to the mindset of the people. This is the
reason why UN put forth high-level perspectives. Always send positive aura and move on with
the ability, skill and will, showing opportunities as prospects. It is not the time where you could
just meet the demand to get your aspirations done. It is several times more than what is
expected to sure shot the aspirations and sustain it progressively. Thus an aspiration, goal are
not the set bar, limit, but the base always. To make it so, deep learning is imposed as interim in
which the ego shatters for pulling out the reasons that clears the vision always. Pressure,
temperature and volume are interrelated ever and everywhere that makes evolution either way.
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Don’t stop to prove a said thing right, but simply said, which is never the final. When
Government by norms, as constitution becomes firm, there is no need for deep learning at all,
there is no need to pull out culture and traditions simply to impose pressure holding ex-officio
status for authority and power as majority. Everyone is always inclusive as specific.
All the three governments involved rightly have this set of mind, UN too that, Union will
happen for sure effortlessly. By being united, they don’t loose anything but gain more as
accessibility and transaction across the world becomes easy and free. The roundabout way of
produces from neighboring nations reaching through far off nations will not be there that we
could expect more of combinations too to set dynamism in every industrial sector. By being light,
you make the world expand by which the sea water finds its way into water bodies enriching the
ground water, reducing the salinity by passing through alternate layers of acid and alkaline bed,
strengthening them too.
KASHMIR – A LAND OF ROSES AND APPLES
When we say apple, we find Sydney and Washington labels right on the apples here in the
market, but not the Shimla apple? What does it mean? Are they getting exported as whole lot?
Or production is less? I will leave this to your search. I make it there are more ways by which the
serene nature of Kashmir could extend to Pakistan. The lush green is there everywhere in that
altitude and spread within India too. Spread of nature through Pakistan to china, will not deprive
the serenity and abundance of India, because ocean prone countries have unlimited wealth
supplies that we say they are reserves of the world. Technology makes exploration risk free, thus
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voyage is an entertainment now. The information, light of hope they throw makes every nation
take a paradigm shift to be stronger and firm.
JOIN HANDS TO EXPLORE MORE
Do not conquer, make them all yours willfully. Thus you leave it to the able, take the
fruition righteous for you. There is no need to say, I need nothing, I serve you. There is also no
need to say, I make the right and offer what you seek out of several rounds of discussion. Open a
fair forum to present the best and take the best. The task is out of the good will of every citizen.
Just pass on what you know undoubtedly as truth and remain calm for the progression. Riot is
not needed. When they stagnate, we burst the bubble. Stagnation ever is the tactics to moot the
required energy to be in favour of administration. E-governance makes it simple, to all. India’s
flag is Pakistan is a welcoming change. We do find our flag in every other nation.
WHAT IS THE CONSEQUENCE OF ACCEPTING SMALL NATIONS HOLDING EQUAL RIGHT TO ALL
OTHER NATIONS?
We cannot define what a small nation is, it could be of natural wealth in abundance as Iran
or Iraq or any nation of their order. But for population, if we make them all equal, the weightage
a small nation gets inflated and leads to corruption with no further flow. Giving them back or
altering them to a different mean is also not possible for the stringent norms laid down. If they
get connected to a core nation, they have the sharing between them, executing mutual
settlements. I repeat again, by being a part of a union, they don’t merge, they hold the sovereign
status to get more benefits, having taken the equality, not the uniformity. By doing so, their fair
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energy gets mooted, clarity of thoughts make them stand firm as focused nations which made
them unique.
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
It is the same policy said above that necessitates global nations too to go hand in hand,
sharing open source that the ridicules as dark webs and more of unfair technologies making
educated, as criminals, victims too will not be there. There needs to be an audit to make all
practices fair, bringing in more to make the redundant able and progressive. Thus Kashmir, the
crown of India throws light in executing global governance, not a conflict, but opportunity for all
nations involved.
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I am not going to deal in detail what must be done to set things to right political order,
politics is never opposition, but versatility to upgrade to better stance ever, as ever evolving.
Accept all in their own stance and put forth the points for common welfare, there won’t be
conflicts at all. When one wants to retain their right, offering it readily is the way. There cannot
be possessions and encroachments anyways. They ought to be viewed as sharing expertise,
excellence, technology, knowledge thus peace and progression always.

There were only three continents earlier, in 14th century or so, that doesn’t mean we were less
developed then, its just that the land mass was connected to be just sufficient as three
continents. There are timelines when china and India were together as a part of a continent
forming a foot profile of an elephant, a flat land mass, India was not a peninsular then. When
you think of connecting lands, connecting every individuals for purpose is important, it is not
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possessing them, not encroaching them, ocean wealth offers more, setting dynamism, thus
enabling liveliness as secularism, independence as sovereignty, integrity to carry on better tasks,
equality to avail opportunities and stand as apart purposefully, fraternity to share benefits
mindfully and live long.
Problems are opportunities, not challenges anyways…………………….
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